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Abstract

To produce high quality software both software 
developers and testers need continuous improvement in 
their work methodologies and processes. So, far much 
work has been done in the effective ways of eliciting 
and documenting the requirements. However important 
aspect is to make sure that whatever is documented in 
specifications actually works correctly in the developed 
software. Software testing is done to ensure this 
phenomenon. Aim of this thesis is to develop a 
software test case work flow strategy that helps in 
identification and selection of suitable test paths that 
can be used as an input to acceptance testing and as a 
pre-requisite to start actual testing of the system. This 
thesis focuses on organizing system test artifacts by 
closely specifying them with system requirements and 
use cases. In this perspective focus of this thesis is on 
requirement writing by use cases, requirements 
traceability, test case prioritization and application 
acceptance criteria. A structured way to design test 
cases is proposed with the help of use cases. Some 
work is done to trace user needs to system requirements 
and use cases and benefits of using use case modeling 
approach in structuring the relationships among test 
cases is analyzed. As test cases are subject to changes 
in future so, challenges imposed due to traceability 
among requirements, use cases and test cases are main 
subjects of this work along with the challenges faced by 
software testers to perform application acceptance 
testing. A green path scheme is proposed to help testers 
define application acceptance criteria and weight 
assignment approach is used to prioritize the test cases 
and to determine the percentage of application running 
successfully.

Keywords: Test Artifacts, specifications, acceptance 
criteria
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1 INTRODUCTION
Testing has gone through considerable state of modernization during last decade 

and there is still a tendency to move it farther upstream in the development process. 
Other than the mechanisms of verification, validation, inspection and reviews;
testing is still an important and relied technology to identify errors in the software 
product and then referring those errors back to the development process for 
fixation. Goal of effective testing is to reveal high severity errors as early as 
possible. In reality this is not completely possible but planned efforts to tackle this 
issue can considerably reduce the severity of this issue [5, pp.202]. Although new 
ways of software inspection are invented like code reviews, requirements analysis, 
change impact analysis, peer reviews etc; still testing is the main source of software 
quality assurance. It consists of not just running a test but it covers test case 
designing, expected outcomes, test case modeling, real test data preparation and 
requirement verification. However it must be clarified that software quality 
assurance in itself is an umbrella activity and covers all phases of software 
development life cycle (SDLC) whereas testing is one phase of the whole SDLC. 
Since testing is the phase which is heavily relied by different development phases 
to ensure software quality, so this thesis focus more on the improvements in the 
testing phase of software development which is the process of executing software to 
assure its correctness with respect to specification. Any deviation from 
specification is termed as defect or failure and is determined by compared vs. 
intended behavior of the system [4]. Deviations from specification identified during 
in-house inspection are termed as defects while deviations reported during or after 
deployment process are called failures. Test case management strategy proposed in 
this thesis provides a way of linking faults to the defects which is so, far a dark area 
in the field of software engineering. It is always difficult to claim with surety about 
the quality of the software and that it will never fail during its real time execution. 
Thus any testing is performed on the basis of structured sampling where testers 
choose scenarios with a combinative set of input values. Too often this selection 
process is based on gut feeling, domain knowledge and professional experience [4].

Testing is divided into two main areas black box testing and white box testing. 
Black box testing is highly dependent on functional specifications while white box 
testing is dependent on implementation details like algorithms, data structures, path 
testing etc. However, it is possible that white box testing may seek guidelines from 
specifications to verify execution paths. [1, pp.4] This thesis covers specification 
based testing approach so; black box testing will be main area of discussion in this 
thesis. Idea behind this approach is that instead of generating test cases from 
traditional specification document, use case model can be used as an effective tool 
for the generation of test cases. Thus not only the generation of test cases from use 
cases is emphasized but benefits from use case relationships and interdependencies 
among test cases are identified. This way we use links and associations among use 
cases as an input for the generation of relationship between the groups of test cases. 
Goal is to form a simple, modifiable and easy to understand testing strategy that 
helps stakeholders in defining the interactions and dependency levels among test 
sets.
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Once the development phase is completed, developers and testers face the 
challenges of deployment issues and acceptance testing. Testing team is always at 
odds to promise commitments like what is brought into testing is actually testable. 
A minor mistake in running acceptance test cases can lead to a situation where 
major portions of applications can be left without testing due to time overflow or 
stopper issues. Severity of this situation arises when testers are unable to fully 
execute the test cases or dependent test cases are piled up waiting for a chunk of 
application code to be completed. This can only be avoided if acceptance testing 
makes it sure that major execution paths of application are running successfully. 
Use case modeling is done to reflect the interaction among actors and the system. 
Mapping of this interaction to test cases can be used as a tool in the generation of 
high level test cases that best reflect the major scenarios of the application.

This thesis work covers different ways of specifying test scope, standards and 
how use cases are beneficial to the requirement engineering, traceability among test
cases and to find the percentage of test cases that can be executed in the system.
Proposed test case strategy uses PORT (Prioritization of requirements for testing)
[23] method to prioritize requirement based on scaled method approach. In this 
method complexity, priority, dependency and volatility factors are used as an input 
to prioritize the requirements. Another concern in software development is to 
reduce the time to market of products. By using the test case structuring technique 
used in this thesis we can effectively prioritize test cases to overcome such 
problems up to a certain extent. Section 6 and 7 focus in more detail on the area of 
requirements prioritization.

Another important requisite to maintenance testing and to reduce ripple effects 
of ever changing requirements is to use strong traceability of test artifacts to other 
phases of software development specifically to use cases and requirements. 
Requirements traceability is used to ensure that each step in the development 
process is correct, is in accordance with the needs of prior steps and is not 
redundant or superfluous [9]. One major objective of requirement traceability is to 
develop software that meets the user expectations [14]. This is possible because 
there is relation between each requirement and artifact in the system so it becomes 
possible to know whether every thing is being developed against requirements. 
Although a strong trend in industry these days is requirements traceability to 
artifacts like design documents, source code etc. Another important area is 
requirements traceability to test cases [4]. As test cases are written directly or 
indirectly alongside requirements, therefore exploring links between requirements 
and test cases is a good approach to get better test case coverage [4].

Maintenance cost of software project can even be more than actual cost of 
software development, in some cases exceeding to 70% of total cost [43]. This is 
because of the large number of faults in the software. One reason of this problem is 
negligence of the relationship between requirements and other artifacts like test 
cases.  In this thesis PORT [23] requirements traceability approach is used to trace 
test cases to use cases and test case dependency value is used as input to PORT 
technique to ensure that requirements that carry more dependencies are tested as 
earlier as possible. We use such linkage by using mapping among customer 
requirements and test cases using traceability matrices. We will see how use case 
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based approach can benefit this traceability. Requirements traceability to test cases 
and use cases is ensured and a static test case structure is presented to fulfill small 
to medium scaled project needs.

Further the test strategy followed in this thesis is recommended for mature 
processes that are less volatile in nature. Also this strategy is specifically designed 
for functional interaction among test cases only i.e. static implementation like GUI 
layouts, colors etc. are not included in the scope of this thesis work. Such 
functionalities can be covered by static test cases without a cause and effect 
relationship with other test cases.

We start our discussion by studying the importance of use cases in requirement 
engineering, test cases and requirements traceability and later discuss use case 
modeling approach to see how relationships among use cases can help in 
development of structured test cases. Also, frequent use of word ‘We’ in this thesis 
reflects authors view about problem domain in the context of authors professional 
work experience and academic study.
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2 OVERVIEW
Work done in this thesis is divided in four major areas. Section4 introduces user 

to different testing methodologies. Section5 and section6 build base for 
requirements presentation through use cases and in turn use cases mapping to test 
cases and implementation. In both of these sections importance of requirement 
engineering in view of testing is highlighted. Section7 uses PORT technique to 
prioritize the test cases. With the help of structured test case hierarchy values this 
section uses additional parameter of dependency to prioritize test cases. Finally 
section8 provides a case study for theoretical literature discussed in different 
sections of this report. In this section data elicited from a sample health care project 
is used as input to build test case structure to evaluate the approach presented in this 
thesis.
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3 MOTIVATION
User tolerance for system failures have been decreasing since 1990s. It is now 

less acceptable to deliver software with poor quality as compared to deliver it with 
higher quality after some time. So, software companies now invest more money, 
time and resources on testing [7, pp.538]. Software testing is gradually undergoing 
a transition towards becoming a science [6, pp.121]. In other words testing is 
adopting a more formal and structured approach. Philosophy of testing is based on 
requirements of the system. Therefore, test plan document and test strategy must 
start evolving along with the hierarchy of specification documents [6, pp.121]. 
‘Better quality means catching errors earlier; the earlier an error is caught, the 
cheaper it is to fix’ [5, pp.11]. Also, engineers tend to continue with iterative 
designs until a level of quality is reached, so main challenge faced by industry is to 
achieve higher quality while delivery dates and budget goals are still in control. 
Recent advances [45] in the field of software engineering have made development 
process more efficient and reliable; still few of these processes provide strong focus 
on testing activities.

In the view of popular belief that the quality is not free, high quality software 
requires investment. This investment is more fruitful if it is performed in the early 
stages of requirements, design and testing phases to avoid later problems. It is so 
important that you can not achieve quality in software unless you specify how you 
will achieve this level of quality [5, pp.8]. As testing by software execution starts at 
the end of software development process so, any slippage from agreed schedule 
leaves a worst effect on testing timelines. Like a project with 30 days of 
development and 10 days of testing may slip in development phase for two days, 
consuming two days of testing phase. In such case if test cases are executed without 
prioritization then it may result in poor testing and defects that were required to be 
detected during testing phase are found in operation, resulting in excessive 
maintenance costs and user-customer dissatisfaction. Hence there is a need to 
improve quality of software without affecting cost and time constraints of the 
project. Consequences become much higher when a security or safety related bug is 
detected in operation [3, pp.4]. Although defect identification of formal structured 
ways of test cases is higher, full path coverage mechanism with a range of selected 
paths can be an efficient way of defect identification.

Also, it is hard to improve software quality merely on the basis of using advance 
tools, extra resources and time. To achieve high quality and reliability 
multidisciplinary approach for testing of software systems need to be followed 
while consuming fewer resources in terms of time and cost [4]. Need for continuous 
improvement in software testing methods is the primary motivation of this thesis
and advances in the field of use case based requirements engineering are benefited
in the development of structured test case generation. Although software testers 
need to write hundreds of test cases but it is possible to come up with a small 
number of test cases that reflect a major portion of application area. Successful 
execution of this set of test cases will develop the confidence of stakeholders that 
application development is on the right track and within defined budget and time. 
Main theme is to define a hierarchical test case structure where testers choose the 
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most representative set of combinative paths that will ensure the path execution 
from parent node to the children node. Also, any change in one test case will invoke 
the need to check the sibling and parent test cases for any possible effect. Also, it is 
necessary to set test case priority based on the importance of requirements, test case 
complexity, test case dependency and test case volatility. This is to make sure that 
in case of any slippage in development timeline, most critical test cases should 
already be executed in the system. Also, test cases can be used as an effective tool 
of requirements impact analysis. For example when bulk of new requirements arise, 
practitioners gather a set of use cases as a prostitute to analyze the effects and scope 
of new requirements. As each use case carries a number of combination test cases 
in the system, so they can help a lot by saving practitioners time to make decisions 
[14]. Also, test case generation from use cases can help test team to utilize only 
those test cases that are directly affected by changes.
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4 TESTING METHODOLOGIES
Testing involves preparation of real data in simulated environment and to use 

this data as combinational input to exercise the functionality of the system. 
Depending on the nature of software, an appropriate strategy is adopted to verify 
different execution paths of the system. For example for a safety critical system 
boundary values of the application at both user level and code level need to be 
tested. This can be ensured by following both black box and white box testing 
approaches. Where black box testing is used to ensure user oriented test cases and 
white box testing is used to inspect the code level checks in the system like variable 
outflow, loop conditions etc. Different levels of test used by organizations are as 
follows:

4.1 COMPONENT TESTING
Stand alone test cases designed specifically for individual modules are used for 

module testing. It is possible that hardware specified in requirements may not be 
available at the time of module testing. Also, it is possible to carry out module 
testing without the availability of system interfaces. This is due to the reason that 
modules not only use inputs from interfaces but interaction among modules and 
function calls can also be used as input to the module. In such cases dummy test 
data similar to real data is prepared for test case execution and the outputs from 
modules is manually verified by code level printing or console outputs etc. [6, 
pp.118]. Component testing involves one or more of the following activities [7, 
pp.569]:

 To test individual functions or methods within an object.

 To test attributes and methods of object classes.

 To test a set of objects that are coupled with each other and to test interfaces 
of these objects.

Component testing is mostly performed as a white box testing which is not in the 
scope of this thesis. However, for functional testing, it is necessary for functional 
test cases generated at module level to use key index of related module or use case 
as a reference. This is helpful in back tracking system features, tracing errors, 
maintenance purpose and selection of test cases during integration testing.

4.2 SYSTEM TESTING
System testing is the process of testing integrated system components. In an 

iterative system development, system testing is concerned with testing an increment 
to be delivered to customer while in a waterfall process it is concerned with testing 
the entire system [7, pp.562]. For large team projects we use distinctively two 
approaches for system testing i.e. integration testing and release testing.
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4.2.1 INTEGRATION TESTING

Integration testing is the most important phase of testing and involves careful 
selection of test cases. Traditionally individual modules are unit tested and then 
chained up for integration testing to verify behavior of system under full length test 
case execution. Whereas unit testing involves testing of standalone software 
components, integration testing focuses on issues raised during integration of these 
units. Another approach is to integrate individual modules into system one by one. 
This approach is more popular in organizations that built a product line approach 
for software development. Some of the benefits that can be achieved in testing of 
one by one module integration are as follows [6, pp.119]:

 Single test specification can be used to ensure the core functionality of the 
system each time a module is integrated into the system.

 By focusing on a single module, all of its possible interactions with other 
modules can be tested. This makes a one to many combination of testing 
rather than a many to many combination of all modules integration testing.

 Based on the number of faults produced and time consumed in integration 
testing of one module, a general estimation can be made about the testing of 
other modules.

One main challenge with integration testing is that it requires a repeating testing 
effort [6, pp.119] i.e. first individual modules are tested and then integration testing 
is performed. Also, some times correctly running modules stop work when they are 
integrated. As this integration process is a pre-requisite to start testing, so any delay 
in system’s operation can stop the execution of test cases resulting in delay of 
system testing. Furthermore, it is always difficult for a tester to understand the 
interfaces of different modules which can leave black holes in system’s test 
planning.

A major problem that arises during integration testing is the identification of 
localized errors that appear during the integration of components but it is difficult 
to identify the source of such errors. To overcome such problems we need to follow 
incremental approach towards system integration and testing. Initially we build a 
minimal set of configuration and test the system. Then new components are added 
to this minimal set of configuration and test for each added component is 
performed. A good rule of thumb is to integrate the components first that 
encompass most frequently used functionality. This means that the components 
with core functionality receive more testing as there related test cases will be re-
executed every time a new component is integrated to the system [7, pp.564]. A
case study of sample health care system is discussed in section8 where different 
software components like scheduling, registration, patient examination, patient 
receipt and patient billing are developed as separate modules. Among these 
software components, registration will be the more frequently used component as 
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every patient first has to register into the system and all of its details like 
responsible party, insurance and referral physician information needs to be 
provided in registration module. So, registration module can first be integrated into 
system. Later comes the scheduling module followed by patient examination, 
patient receipt and patient billing modules respectively. Core idea is to integrate the 
modules in the descending order of their priority. An important aspect is that some 
modules can not be integrated first, no matter how much important they are, like 
patient billing module can not be tested until patient receipt module is not 
functional.

In reality implementation of system features is spread across several components 
and may need to integrate several components. In such case testing becomes a more 
difficult task as to test one feature, a group of components needs to be considered. 
These problems reveal that when a new component is integrated, it is important to 
re-run the test cases for previously tested components as well that are affected due 
to integration of this new component. This re-running of existing set of test cases is 
called regression testing. Since testing faces challenges of strict time lines and 
limited resources so, this selection of test cases requires careful attention. Also, 
testing team need to ensure that detected defects are the result of new 
enhancements, or these were the existing defects in the system [7, pp.565].

4.2.2 RELEASE TESTING

Release testing is the process of testing a release of the system where 
requirements are much clear in the initial phases of development. Release testing is 
usually performed as black box testing where tests are derived from system 
specifications. Tester is only concerned with the functionality of the system and not 
the implementation details. During test case generation tester predicts the expected 
output values from the system and during test case execution he compares the 
actual output of the system with expected results. During testing of system releases 
the main focus of tester is to use a combination of inputs along with test cases that 
can break the system i.e. testing is performed with the aim of using inputs that have 
a high probability of system failures. Some examples of this are [7, pp.566]:

 Selection of input values that have high probability of producing system 
failures.

 Designing input values that can result in buffer overflow for system 
variables.

 Repeating a series of inputs many time to judge the behavior of system.

 Making combinations of inputs that can lead to invalid output values.

 Performing boundary levels computation with results too large or too small.

In release testing best way to verify system specification is to use scenario based 
testing [7, pp.566]. These scenarios are derived from requirements specifications, 
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functional specifications and design documents etc. Later these scenarios are 
converted to actual test cases where each test case defines the procedure of 
executing the scenario on the system with expected outcome from the system.

In use case based system implementation, these use cases can be used as a basis 
for system testing. Operations defined by use cases for interaction among each 
other can be used to define scenarios for the system [7, 567] and different sets of 
inputs can be used to test these operations.

Like, the use case to schedule a patient can be tested by using a combination of 
test cases with different set of input values. Examples of scenarios designed for 
such use case are:

 Verify that a new patient is successfully scheduled in the system.

 Verify that a scheduled patient can be re-scheduled to a different slot of 
time.

 Verify that a registered patient in the system can be scheduled by the user.

 Verify that patients can not be scheduled in the system without providing 
mandatory field values.

These techniques are considered important approaches to quality assurance of 
software applications. Selection of these techniques vary from project to project 
depending on the nature, development model, deployment plans etc. In the next 
section we focus on importance of requirements generation through use cases while 
section8 uses test case structure on sample data to support approaches for different 
testing techniques.
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5 USE CASE MODELING AND RELATIONSHIP TO 

REQUIREMENTS
A use case describes a particular action on the system and behavior of the 

system under different conditions and circumstances. Person who performs this 
action on the system is known as actor or user of the system who is responsible to 
invoke and execute a use case on the system. A use case can represent any event 
occurring in our daily life, like action to purchase a ticket, online shopping, patient 
examination etc. In the ‘software world’ use cases can be mapped to any phase of 
software development life cycle like requirement specification, design, 
development and testing. 

In this way use cases can be defined as ‘use case is made up of a set of possible 
sequences of interactions between systems and users in a particular environment 
and related to a particular goal’ [9]. However this definition does need more 
explanation regarding connection between actor and system. Also in real systems it 
is normally the case that finish point of one use case may be used as a start point of 
some other use case. Definition described above define use cases as a set of 
sequences, these sequences can have their scope to more than one actors or system. 
We define actor as an entity who invokes an operation to achieve a goal and to 
fulfill this goal it needs to perform a set of actions. These actors can be internal or 
external to the system. An internal actor corresponds to system under design, 
modules or objects while an external actor can be a person, another system or 
hardware etc. We describe each use case with a set of associated goals. These goals 
can be mentioned in any form; traditionally these were the functional statement part 
of the use case or objective of the use case. If required backup actions can be 
defined for goals. These backup actions work similar to the famous algorithmic if, 
else statements i.e. if second actor does not deliver its responsibility then primary 
actor has to find another way to fulfill its goal [10].

Interaction among actors and system could be simple or compound. An 
interaction like ‘Show Patient Chart’ is a simple interaction with the system while 
an interaction like ‘Patients scheduled with PhysicianA should be displayed in the 
list of PhysiacianB in brown color’ represents a compound level of interaction. 
Clearly the pre-requisite to this use case is scheduling of patients accurately. Also, 
this use case shows interaction of sequences like patient scheduling, show patients 
to second physician and display of patients in different color. Such communication 
can be simple or it can have a nested loop to execute a multiple set of sequences. 
This interaction is to show that at higher level a use case represents input and 
output of values but at detail level it may have different interaction levels. It is 
better not to go into the details of these interaction levels at higher level to reduce 
complexity and to safe time. Like a use case ‘Cash Payment’ can contain different 
input values like payment by cash, check, credit, credit card, e-transfer etc. In the 
detail level of use case each of these inputs may follow a different set of interaction 
level depicting nested loops [10].

In this section contents of use cases and their description in relation to 
requirements engineering are discussed while in the subsequent sections test case 
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generation process using use cases is discussed. Further different sections of use 
case design, their importance in requirement engineering and effective ways of test 
case execution and requirements traceability are highlighted.

The traditional approach is to document the requirements specified by the 
stakeholders either in natural language or well defined format; such as requirements 
numbering in bullets and section format. Both of these techniques were successful 
and still used in industry. But analysts realized that a lot of time is wasted and cost 
is involved when developers try to map the requirements to their development code 
or program. Many of the requirements specified in specification were found 
missing, assumed, ambiguous or unclear. At that time use cases were merely 
thought of as an alternate way to specify requirements, it was thought that natural 
language and traditional techniques can always be used irrespective of use cases 
and use cases can only be used for specific projects not all projects. Later analysts
realized that projects in which use cases are used are more successful in terms of 
development than projects without use cases, the development team also showed
their concern for the use cases because requirement specification done with the use 
cases were much clear, complete and consistent. Use case approach gave the clear 
view about what customer wants from the project and automated system from
developer, it provided the complete scenario and made clear boundaries on 
functional requirements of the system. So developers don’t have to make 
unnecessary assumptions, it will be easy for the development team to map the 
requirements straight way to their program. But the traditional techniques could not 
be ignored completely; our purpose is not to criticize the traditional approaches but 
to merge the use cases with traditional techniques for the better understanding of 
the requirements [16]. Also, use cases changed the vision of requirement 
engineering practices. It is the most efficient and effective technique that is adopted 
by the organizations now a days for the requirement engineering process. Objective 
of the use-case approach is to describe all tasks that users will need to carry out 
with the system, though in reality it will not describe the entire task but it will bring 
the requirements more clearly and closer than it was before while using traditional 
approaches [17].

Requirement engineering activity itself contains different phases for verification 
and validation of requirements i.e. elicitation, analysis, documentation and 
validation. During elicitation phase actors and use cases are identified, these actors 
and use cases are analyzed in analysis phase to identify missing use cases, all these 
use cases and actors are documented and in the validation phase they are validated 
to make sure that we have done right what our client has demanded. Use of use case 
models with the above mentioned phases of requirements engineering helps 
stakeholders to better understand the context of system under design and to estimate 
resources and schedule for software development life cycle. As requirement 
engineering phase maps to all phases of software development life cycle so, it needs 
to accommodate effectively all changes happening in other phases. Use of use cases 
in requirement engineering not only helps requirement engineers to better map their 
requirements to different development phases but it also provides a better way of 
understanding the requirements [18, pp.17]. Like, use cases mapping to design, 
development and testing and easy understanding of system functionality by actor 
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system relationship defined by use cases. We consider software testing as the most 
affected and resource consuming phase of development life cycle for ever changing 
requirements.

An example of use case description is shown in Fig. 1:

Also every system has some interacting units that interact with other entities to 
produce or compile the results. Actors that interact with the system can be humans 
or other systems that may invoke some operation. Thus use cases describe the 
behavior of the system or a part of the system and describe a set of sequence of 
actions that a system performs to produce results for an actor. In this way use cases 
involve the interaction of actors and system. An actor represents a logical set of 
roles that users of the use case perform when interacting with the use case. 

Use Case ID: PID_MODID_027

Pre-Req. Use Cases: PID_MODID_017

Actors:
Secretary: Schedules a patient for physician
Physician: Examines the patients scheduled by secretary

Use Case Purpose:  To verify that patients scheduled by secretary are displayed in 
associated Physician list.

Use Case: Patient Scheduling

Invocation Conditions: Secretary has successfully logged to the system and has access to 
scheduling module. 

Flow Conditions:
1. Valid patient is registered into the system
2. Empty slot is available to schedule the patient.

Flow of Events:
1. Secretary accesses the scheduling module and selects the physician for which she wants 
to schedule the patient.
2. Secretary selects an empty slot for an appointment for the patient.
3. On selection of slot ‘New Appointment’ screen is displayed.
4. Secretary searches the registered patient data and makes sure that all mandatory fields 
are filled.
5. For the scheduled patient, secretary checks its association with any insurance company 
and if available provides insurance data.
6. Secretary saves the patient data and patient is moved to Physician list in the allocated 
slot.

Fig. 1 Use Case Description [18, pp.63]
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Use case contents can vary from organization to organization or even project to 
project within an organization. Best use cases are those that meet the organization 
and project’s requirements. Organizational requirements reflect rules, policies and 
constraints while project requirements mostly represent functional requirements. It 
is necessary that use cases are designed in a way that they fulfill both of these 
requirements. 

Use case development allows requirement engineers to establish a relationship 
between functional requirements of the intended system and the organizational 
goals. This is due to the reason that irrespective of the application goals, 
organizations set their overall goals as well. These organizational goals can be 
mapped to the use cases goals [15] which can help requirement engineers to 
eliminate the requirements that are un-necessary and never used in implementation. 

There are technical benefits too. One of the popular ways of software 
development these days is to use object oriented approach. As use cases depict 
domain objects of the application, so developers can directly turn use cases into 
object models such as class and sequence diagrams. However, it is possible that 
more than one use cases can reflect one object in class or sequence diagram and 
vice versa. This also provides a mapping between customer’s voice (use cases) and 
actual software implementation. Like storing use case id with class object, test 
cases or functional requirements can provide tracing among changes in any of these 
modules and it becomes easier to cascade business process changes throughout the 
entire system [13]. 

5.1 USE CASES AND SCENARIOS
A use case describes a set of sequences, not just a single sequence and it would 

be impossible to reflect complete behavior of use case in one sequence. Typically a 
use case covers one main flow and many possible variants to this main flow. Each 
of these variants reflects a unique sequence of operations also known as scenario of 
the system whereas each such scenario covers at least one test case in the system. 
Thus we can illustrate that each system can have dozens of use cases and each use 
case can involve many scenarios and test cases [8, pp190-191].

Off course there is no need to include a section in use case that seems to be 
vague or that doesn’t fulfill your needs. In this thesis we have used use case model 
followed by Alistair [10] who has designed general test cases that best fulfill the 
live industry requirements as well as can be used as a standard reference to new use 
case designs. Also use cases have variants too i.e. use cases that use parts of other 
system. We can define these variants by three rules i.e. generalization, include and 
extends. These variants are used to reflect use of use cases over the whole system or 
only a part of system. Nevertheless in each case, use cases can be used to 
effectively demonstrate the behavior of the system and they can also be used to 
write effective test cases for the system [8, pp.185-186]. More detailed explanation 
about use case variants is provided in next section of organizing use cases.

5.2 ORGANIZING USE CASES
Use cases can be used to reflect behavior of system, sub-system or a part of the 

system. In this view use cases need to be represented in an organized way, where 
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collaboration and interaction among use cases must be visible. We define three 
kinds of relationships to define interactions among use cases i.e. generalization, 
include and extends.

5.2.1 GENERALIZATION

Generalization in use cases is similar to inheritance in object oriented 
programming languages. Here it reflects that child use case inherits the behavior of 
parent use case. Similar to object oriented programming languages, this child use 
case can further define its behavior and functionality. For example for the 
functionality validate user, it can have further two parts i.e. check password and 
retinal scan, both of these not only use the behavior of function validate user but 
carry their own behavior as well. Generalization among use cases is reflected with a 
solid line with a long arrow head as shown in Fig. 2 [8, pp-192].

5.2.2 INCLUDE

An include relationship between use cases indicate that one use case 
incorporates the behavior of another use case. An included use case never stands 
alone but it is part of a larger base that includes it. We use include relationship to 
avoid repetition of some flow of scenario in use cases [8, pp-193].

An example of include relationship can be demonstrated by the use of following 
scenario for a use case. Consider different modules of health care software system 
i.e. registration, scheduling, and patient examination. In order for a system to be 

Validate User

    Track Order 

   Place Order

Fig. 3 Use Case Include relation [8, pp.193]

Validate User

Check Password

Retinal Scan

Fig. 2 Use Case Generalization relation [8, pp.193]
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examined by physician, he needs to be registered and scheduled for an appointment 
in the system. Typically if patient examination module consists of a number of use 
cases then it is not necessary to repeat steps for registration and scheduling for each 
use case. Rather these steps can be included in the patient examination module use 
case as a pre-requisite.

5.2.3 EXTENDS

Extend relationship among use cases show extra functionality of the system. In 
this way we separate optional behavior from mandatory behavior. Like a use case 
mandatory behavior could be to schedule a patient for a physician while patient 
chart display can be an extended behavior of the system. 

Fig.4 shows another example of extend relationship where place order is a 
routine functionality of the system while place rush order is an extended 
functionality that shows extra behavior of the system. This distinction among use 
cases with the help of extend relationship can be useful for other phases of software 
development life cycle as well. Like during maintenance phase after every change 
in system, testers can run scenarios related to main use cases and can exclude the 
extended use cases of the system.

It is recommended to follow standard formats to write use cases and place these 
use cases in central data repository where these can be used as an input to any phase 
of software development life cycle. This is critical as well due to the reason that test 
case structuring strategy proposed in this document is directly elicited and mapped 
from the use case model. These standards could be defined within organization or 
can be imported from external environment which constitute the main body of the 
system by defining contents within the system, use case design patterns, use case 
format etc. Well documented use cases are easy to read and understand, map 
system requirements and are flexible to be referenced by developers, testers and 
different stakeholders of the system. Test case structuring approach followed in this 
thesis work is more precisely based on use cases and interactions among use cases. 
Section8 develops a structured test case tree based on use cases model for sample 
data; while in the next section use case based approach is discussed to trace user 
needs to requirements and test cases.

Place Order Place Rush Order

Fig. 4 Use Case Extends Relation [8, pp.193]
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6 TRACING USER NEEDS TO IMPLEMENTATION
Use cases have both task oriented and user oriented approach and provide better 

understanding of the user perspective by providing clear outlook of what the system
will allow the users to perform. Use cases are extremely helpful in designing the 
systems, it will give clear idea to the developers and testers what the users want in 
their software applications and what kind of privileges should be available for them 
to perform when they use these applications. It provides the information and 
understanding of both business and application domain that could be very helpful 
for analysts, developers and testers to design and test the system. Actor-system 
sequences if done properly and carefully can reduce the ambiguity and unclear 
tasks before the start of development process and it saves lot of cost and time [12].
Instead of developing test cases from specifications of the system, structured test 
cases can be developed that describe interaction among functional points of the 
system components. Such interactions help testers to address the issues of ‘what’ is 
to be tested before addressing the issues of ‘how’ it could be tested. At the detail 
level these interactions are converted into actual running test cases [2]. In the 
upcoming sections we explain how such structured test case mechanism can be 
helpful for software engineering.

Advantage of test case generation from use cases is that normally in 
organizations stakeholders for test cases and use cases belong to different groups. 
Like, requirement engineers and system developers are responsible to develop and 
manage use cases while software testers write test cases and test scripts. Although 
one way elicitation of test cases from use cases is possible but it does not define 
relationships among test cases and fulfills least traceability requirements between 
test cases and use cases. It is possible that a change in one test case may have its 
impact on other test cases; in the absence of relationships among test cases; a state 
can be reached where a state of disorder among test cases can exist. Similarly based 
on the interaction among test cases a possible impact is possible on use cases as 
well.

Another problem with existing testing techniques is that it is difficult to identify 
the co-related test cases. During release testing it is bit easier for the tester to 
execute the selected test cases organized in a sequence. However, during 
regression, maintenance and acceptance testing, it becomes a tedious work to select 
a representative set of test cases that can ensure the quality of the software. 
Experiences have shown [7, pp.541] that a large number of defects are introduced 
into system due to fixing of other defects in the system. 
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Fig.5 shows a weak relationship among faults found during planning, design and
development phases and failures found during testing and maintenance phases. 
Unrevealed faults like missing functionality become failure of the system and bear 
many times higher cost as compared to the cost needed to fix the faults.

In principal software testers are expected to run all test cases related to a 
complex defect fix but practically it is not always possible due to time constraints, 
resource limitations and lack of traceability among test cases. Fig.6 shows un-
detected faults mapping to system failures during software development. 
Organizations that are to lead industry have to control software defects and to 
bridge the gap among defects, faults and failures [46]. Time and resource are 
always limited to perform complete testing; however it is possible to improve work 
on traceability of requirements to test cases. This gap bridging can be improved by 

Planning
Design

Development

Faults

Testing

Maintenance

Failures
Faults become failures

Fig. 5 Faults and Failures 1
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Fig.6 Faults mapping to failures in the system 1
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1
 Developed after discussion with Hanna Scott, Phd Student at department of Systems and Software Engineering, BTH
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identifying dependencies among test cases [7, pp.541] that is, there should be 
traceability not only among test cases but to requirements and use cases as well. In 
this thesis we document this dependency in the form of test case structure and by 
association of these test cases to use cases.

Some of the benefits that software engineers can expect from structured test case 
generation are:

 During testing, it is always difficult to ensure that defects are introduced into 
system due to fixing of defects or these were lying in the system from start of 
testing. Dependency based test case structure approach can help in the 
identification of associated test cases.

 A hierarchical flow of top down approach based on priority of test cases can 
help in discovery of early detection of defects with high severity.

 A hierarchical structure of test cases can help in the selection of most 
representative test cases for acceptance testing.

 Hierarchical structure of test cases can help in quick identification of test 
cases for maintenance and regression testing.

 Test case id generation based on use case id can help in better association of 
test cases to requirements specification and any update in use case can be 
easily reflected in associated test cases.

Techniques to implement and maintain requirement tracing between artifacts
vary from each other on the basis of amount of information they can trace, number 
of interconnections they can control and the extent of the changeability of 
requirements they can cope with [31]. Numerous techniques exist for maintaining 
traceability which includes Cross Referencing, Key phrase dependencies, 
templates, requirement traceability matrices, matrix Sequences, Hyper Text, 
Integration Documents, Constraint networks and Assumption based truth 
maintenance networks [39]. Also, an important aspect of quality in software is that 
requirements should be traceable to detail level of software development. Like, 
‘requirements traceability should be implemented so that, whenever any 
requirement is changed, all parent and child requirements, software components, 
and test cases impacted by the change are identified’ [19]. Contractors of US 
Department of Defense (DoD) have mandated requirement traceability for its 
contractors. Also developers of safety critical systems practice software 
requirement traceability [32].

Following we provide a tracing mechanism from user needs to end level system 
implementation. We map user needs to product features that in turn are mapped to 
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both use cases and supplementary requirements. Further we show mapping of both 
supplementary requirements and use cases to test cases.

6.1 TRACING USER NEEDS TO PRODUCT FEATURES
Development of any project, model or system requires certain set of 

requirements, so that the software development team can work on it and develop 
the system on the basis of these requirements. Initial step is to gather the 
requirements from customer and other stakeholders; this process is called 
requirement elicitation. Once the requirements are elicited and analyzed for the 
system to be developed, next step is to define features of the system that meets 
finalized requirements [26]. While defining features for the system developers have 
to go back and forth to check whether those features are being mapped with 
requirements or not. We will build the traceability matrix to keep the record in a 
structured way; it will be convenient to the developers to trace between 
requirements and product features [26]. Traceability matrix provides us to trace the 
physical and logical relationships [27] among different level of system 
requirements.

Table1.  User needs to product features [1]
Feature1 Feature2 ………….            Feature N

Need#1 X X

Need#2 X                                  X

Need#3 X

……….

……….

……….

Need#N X

In the table above we have put the needs of user, say requirements, on to the 
left and on the top we have listed features of the product, these features are 
supposed to be mapped with the needs (requirements). “X” is denoted as the fact to 
keep the record that particular feature that has been defined for the purpose of 
supporting one or more user needs [26]. As seen in table above, there is mostly, one 
to many relationship between need (requirement) and features. Reason may be since 
number of needs are far less than the number of system features that are defined to 
put into service for those needs [26].

Traceability matrix not only shows which user needs are mapped to product 
features but it also checks the errors and inconsistencies if any. If there are no Xs in 
a row, there is possibility that no feature is yet defined to respond to a user need, 
means that particular feature is not fulfilled by product. Similarly if there are no Xs 
in a column, there is possibility that a feature has been included for which there is 
no known product need [26], means that there may be feature that is not needed by 
the system but still exist in the system. When there is any change in the user need 
(requirement) then this traceability relationship helps to see which product features 
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are affected and in the same way if any new product feature is added or an already 
existing feature is deleted then it also keeps the track which needs are affected.
Once we finished with matrix between needs and product features, next step is to 
make relationship between features and use cases.

6.1.1 TRACING FEATURES TO USE CASES

From the previous section where we mapped user needs to system features, we 
move ahead with the mapping of system features to use cases. For system design 
and further development use cases are important, so features must be mapped 
carefully to provide consistency [26]. 

Table 2.  Product Features to Use Cases [1]
Use Case1 Use Case2 ……….            Use CaseN

Feature#1 X X

Feature#2 X                             X

Feature#3 X

……….

……….

……….

Feature#N X

In the table above we have put product features, on to the left and on the top we 
have listed the use cases for the product where use cases are supposed to map with 
the product features. Here, “X” is denoted as a fact to keep the record that which 
use cases support particular features [26].Both features and use cases mostly exhibit 
the many to many relationships between them and this may be because since both 
the use cases and features describe the system behavior with different needs and 
different level of domain. There may exist a single use case for multiple features 
and also there can be possibility of multiple features for a single use case [26].

After designing the traceability matrix between features and use cases, we can 
further use the matrix to check the errors. If there are no Xs in a row, there is a 
possibility that no use case is yet designed for that feature or no use case exists for 
that feature. Similarly if there are no Xs in a column, there is possibility that a use 
case has been included that has no known feature mapped [26].

When any change in a use case occurs then it affects the product features which 
further affects the requirements and vice versa, so this traceability matrix  provides 
facility to keep track that which changes are been made and how those changes 
affect use cases or product features. Thorough review and analysis of data improves 
understanding of the implementation of the software, also matrix help in finding the 
errors that will reduce the risk of having problems in design and implementation.

Once we are finished with matrix between product features and use cases, we 
can further extend this strategy in mapping the feature or system requirement to the 
non-functional requirements.
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6.1.2 TRACING FEATURES TO SUPPLEMENTARY REQUIREMENTS

Use cases are the key to the requirements specification because the functionality 
of the system is mostly defined by the use cases [26].

Table3. Features to Supplementary requirements [1]
Supplementary
Requirement 1

Supplementary 
Requirement 2

………   Supplementary 

            Requirement N

Feature# 1 X X

Feature# 2 X           X

Feature# 3 X

……….

……….

……….

Feature# N X

In the table above we have put the features on left side and on top we have listed 
the supplementary requirements for the product, the features should map with the 
supplementary requirements. “X” is denoted as fact to keep the record that which 
features are associated with which functional requirements.

The matrix forms the relationship between the supplementary requirements and 
features or system requirements, any change in system requirements will affect the 
feature and that further affects the supplementary requirements, it keeps the track 
that change in any particular feature or system requirement affects those particular 
supplementary requirements and vice versa. After this we will focus how these 
requirements can further implemented.

6.1.3 TRACEABILITY FROM TEST CASES TO REQUIREMENTS

Requirements tracing is considered an advanced approach to requirements 
engineering which provides links of requirements to different artifacts produced
during software development process [28, pp.1]. Different projects produce 
different artifacts and different ways to organize these artifacts. However, these 
artifacts though differ at detail level, follow a generalized conceptual traceability 
model [26, pp. 4]. Fig.7 displays one such generalized traceability model, tracing 
high level requirements to detail level requirements implementation. Although there 
are many additional artifacts that can be traced by incorporating changes in 
traceability model, experience has shown that traceability of user needs to system 
implementation is the most important part of requirements traceability [26, pp.5]. 
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Reason to introduce separate traceability of test cases to requirements and use 
cases is that not all of the requirements are reflected in use cases [26, pp.10]. 
Traceability hierarchy displayed in Fig.7 shows the requirements and use case 
mapping to test cases. Also, requirement traceability in the development of mission 
critical systems is very crucial and can be helpful in ensuring that every 
requirement is implemented and tested. Prototypes developed to be evolved as real 
products need traceability information so that when the original project is 
developed, the artifacts developed in the prototyping process can be reused and 
evolved [32]. In next section we focus on test case prioritization which seeks direct 
input from requirements in order to adjust parameters support for test case 
prioritization value calculation.

Different tools [44] are available in market that provide test case mapping to use 
cases and specifications. However potentially small and new organizations face 
constraints of budget and trained resources to purchase and mange these tools. 
Importance of requirements traceability appears in later stages of software 
development. In fact software applications that appear to be simple and easy to 
maintain grow in complexity as the product matures. At the stage when software 
engineers normally realize the importance of requirements traceability too much 
time is already wasted and origins of requirements are lost. Requirements 
traceability is important for test team as well. Traditional approach for test case 
identification is that first affected use cases are identified and then associated test 
cases with these use cases as selected. However this approach can identify the 
impact of one use case on the other cases but it lacks the mechanism to identify the 
impact of test cases on each other. In most of the cases testers re-write test cases for 
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Fig.7 Generalized Traceability Hierarchy [1]
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new requirements and hence much of the time is wasted in un-necessary activities. 
Also, plan to handle complexity of software products is critical for successful 
development and maintenance of software. System requirements reflect the needs 
of the user and traceability maps these requirements to their implemented artifacts. 
Requirements traceability is essential to control the ripple effects in the system and 
to avoid in-consistency in products when changes are made. We consider at least 
following conditions that must be a part of traceability practices in order to achieve 
full benefits out of it [19].

 Requirement for each software and hardware should be traceable back to 
other requirements in the system preferably by the use of use cases to 
determine the full scale impact of requirements on each other. Also, these 
should be traceable to individual test cases in the system.

 In case of builds and releases, system requirements should be traceable to 
individual builds and releases.

 Requirement traceability should be maintained from start phase to end phase 
of software development life cycle like specification, design, coding and 
testing. Use case based approach can benefit application development since 
use cases are widely accepted during most phases of development life.

 Traceability of quality requirements like safety, security, performance and 
reliability should be categorized with each requirement.

 Requirements traceability should be maintained in a way that all parent, 
children requirements, software components and test cases are identified. For 
this purpose use cases are an ideal approach since they fully support 
dependency relationships.

 Requirements traceability database should be maintained under the 
supervision of authorized personnel called configuration manager.

One main challenge to software testing is that requirements traceability to test 
cases is not given high priority or it is done weak heartedly. Software engineers 
mostly rely on use cases and use case models to find the affected components in the 
system. Quality of software can be assured only when all test cases associated with 
the requirement are executed. Table4 [26] shows mapping of use cases to 
requirements and then to test cases. It may be possible that certain requirements do 
not belong to any use case. In that case direct mapping of requirements to test cases 
will be provided.
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Table 4. Traceability Matrix
Use Case Requirement Test Case Dependency

UC_1 U1_REQ_1 U1_R1_TC_1
U1_R1_TC_2

U1_REQ_2 U1_R2_TC_3

U1_R3_TC_4 TC_1
U1_R3_TC_5

U1_REQ_3

U1_R3_TC_6

UC_2 U2_REQ_4 U2_R4_TC_7
U2_REQ_5 U2_R5_TC_8 TC_7

UC_3 U3_REQ_6 U3_R6_TC_9
U3_R6_TC_10
U3_R6_TC_11 TC_9
U3_R7_TC_13
U3_R7_TC_14

U3_REQ_7

U3_R7_TC_15

REQ_8 R8_TC_16
R8_TC_17

It is necessary that not only the requirements that are linked to use cases are 
traced but the requirements that are not linked to use cases should also be traceable 
to test cases [26, pp.13-14].

Methodology of using use cases for requirement specification, in comparison to 
traditional Software Requirement Specification approach provides more accurate 
and easier traceability. According to Kulak and Guiney ‘Use cases can provide 
requirements traceability effectively through the lifecycle because they are a 
building block for system design, units of work, construction iterations, test cases 
and delivery stages’ [29, pp.7]. We can view use cases as inverse to test cases. 

Table 5. Extended Traceability Matrix
Use 
Case 
ID

Req ID Func.  
Spec.

Test Case Test 
Script

Defect 
ID

U1_R1_TC_1 T5 D1U1_REQ_1 1.1
U1_R1_TC_2 T5 ---

U1_REQ_2 1.2 U1_R2_TC_3 T6 ---
U1_R3_TC_4 T7 ---
U1_R3_TC_5 T8 D2

UC_1

U1_REQ_3 1.3

U1_R3_TC_6 T8 ---

While test cases are written to test the implemented functions of the system, use 
cases show the expected functions of the system under specific conditions [28, 
pp.52]. One complete approach to effective testing is that ‘every use case is tested 
by one or more test cases’ [26, pp.10]. This use cases to test cases traceability 
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usually provides one to many relationship. In fact a use case can encompass many 
scenarios where each individual scenario generates a unique test case.

Further the above general traceability table4 can be extended to trace test suites. 
This helps in assuring that changing requirements are updated in corresponding test 
artifacts as well. Table5 [30] displays an extended traceability approach. This gives 
further assistance to the developer to reach at the cause of defect as well as defect 
severity can be judged based on the importance of related functionality [30, pp.2].

Tracing criteria defined above provides a tracing mechanism to map end-system 
functionality to actual needs of the user. Use of traceability metrics to map 
requirements to test cases helps in easy traceability of changes. Further this 
traceability is extended to defects and test scripts to map these requirements to 
implementation details. Section8 of this thesis work covers a case study where 
traceability results obtained are analyzed when data is applied to structured test case 
model. 
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7 TEST CASE PRIORITIZATION
Prioritization concept reveals from our daily life. From purchasing a chocolate 

to advanced cars we need prioritization. It is often not clear which choice is better 
because several aspects need to be considered [22, pp.2]. It is relatively easy to 
make a prioritization factor based on single factor i.e. to purchase a ticket by 
considering a single factor of traveling time. However, prioritization becomes 
difficult even in making common life decisions, such as to prioritize among the 
accessories of a computer or selection of mobile sets etc. Prioritization techniques 
help to handle these problems [22, pp.2]. Purpose of prioritization is to assign 
unique value to a part of the system to distinct it uniquely from other parts of the 
system within same domain. Prioritization can be done with different measurement 
scales. Least powerful scale of measurement is ordinal scale and a relatively higher 
powerful scale of measurement is ratio scale. In ordinal scale of measurement test 
cases are prioritized in ascending or descending order without defining how much 
important one test case is from other. While in ratio scale of measurement we assign 
values to the test cases by considering other test cases in the system as well [22, 
pp.7].

In this thesis we get input from structured test case generation approach as a 
new parameter to PORT technique to prioritize the test cases. Software engineers 
can benefit in following ways from effectively prioritized test cases:

 To select an optimized set of test cases that represents a major portion of the 
functionality [22, pp.2].

 To limit the project scope against conflicting constraints such as budget, 
schedule, resources etc. [22, pp.2].

 To ensure that most critical and complex functionality of system is fully 
tested and working properly [22, pp.2].

 To minimize the ripple effects.

 To reduce the cost of regression testing.

 To assure that most critical defects are identified in early stages of system 
testing.

 To make sure that system is thoroughly tested and all required features of the 
system are verified [20].

 To verify that a representative set of test cases is derived for change impact 
analysis. Also to make sure that requirements mapping to test cases is 
twofold i.e. affected test cases can be traced back to the origin of 
requirements [20].
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 To make sure that any pre-mature termination of testing process due to need 
for urgent deployment or any overflow of timelines makes it sure that the test 
cases with higher priority for critical functionality are already executed.

Test case prioritization is a strategic decision as wrongly prioritized test 
cases can lead to incorrect order of defects identification. Although test case 
prioritization doesn’t help in the production of new test cases and no matter in 
which order test cases are executed, all test cases will be executed at least once in 
the system. However, it is important that test cases with higher importance and with 
complex functionality are executed first. Although there are many factors [22, pp.3] 
that are important for prioritization like cost, quality, budget, schedule etc. 
However, it is important to make a vital selection as an input for test case 
prioritization.

We use following factors as an input for test case prioritization.

7.1 DEPENDENCY
Dependency is required to identify the stopper test cases in the system i.e. 

certain test cases need to be executed as a pre-requisite of other test cases. 
Dependency is important to be identified in the system as it predicts the correct 
flow of application data. A detail level analysis of test cases is required to identify 
the dependency value keeping in view the following factors:

 To identify data dependency among test cases i.e. data produced by one test 
case is used by other test cases.

 Functional dependency among test cases.

 To verify sequential dependency among test cases i.e. login test case must 
run before patient scheduling test case.

Dependency should be considered an important factor for prioritization of 
requirements and test cases. Though it is not a part of PORT technique, but test 
cases dependency plays a crucial role in prioritizing of test cases. We divide 
dependency factor among test cases on a scale of 1 to 100. In our case we have 
assigned weight to test cases on the basis of total number of dependent test cases. 
Like if for a total set of 3 dependent test cases, one test case carries two dependent 
test cases and rest of the two carry one dependent test cases each as shown in next 
table:
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Test Case ID Number of dependent 
test cases

Weight

TC_001 2 50%

TC_002 1 25%

TC_003 1 25%

With two dependent test cases a weight of 50 is assigned while other two test 
cases are assigned a weight of 25 each. In section7 we will see in detail with the 
help of an example how we can scale weights on relatively larger population of test 
cases.

7.2 PRIORITY
Studies show that 45% of software functionality is never used, 19% is rarely 

used, and 36% of functionality is always used [23]. Reason to give more 
importance to priority factor is that requirements with highest priority are 
developed and tested in early phases of software development. Also any abruption 
in early test case execution [25] or time line slippage will make sure that 
requirements with highest priorities are already tested. Test case priority values are 
adjusted on the feed back of requirements priority values [23] assigned by client. In 
this report we don’t include priority factor as an input to prioritize test cases 
assuming that no special priority is assigned by customer. However in real time 
development of projects customer assigned priority is crucial to prioritize test cases.

7.3 COMPLEXITY
Complexity of test case involves execution time of test case, input combinations 

required for test case, internal complexity of test case and test case nature.
Complexity is assigned value on a scale of 1 to 1000 where 1 shows the least level 
of complexity and 1000 shows the highest level of complexity. We consider this 
factor in our strategy because we believe that nature of test cases play an important 
role in test case prioritization process. Also test cases that are more complex tend to 
generate more defects [23]. Work by Hema [23, 25] show that requirements with 
higher level of complexity produce more defects and roughly 20% of the system is 
responsible for 80% of defects in the system [25].

7.4 VOLATILITY
Test case volatility gives an estimate of number of times a test case changes 

during software development [23].  Studies by Standish group show that most 
significant factor for project failure is related to changing requirements [24]. We 
develop a four level scale for requirements volatility where requirements that 
change 10 or more than ten times are assigned a weight of 10, requirements that 
change 5 or more that 5 times are assigned a weight of 5, requirements that change 
in the range of 1 to 4 are assigned a weight of 2 and requirements that don’t change 
are assigned zero weight. Volatility level of test cases is estimated on the basis of 
requirements volatility and test cases nature. Test cases written for volatile 
requirements are more likely to change and test cases specifically designed for 
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module testing and test data testing are also expected to change. Volatility is 
considered as a risk factor and there is thinking that volatility should be considered 
as a separate factor in requirements [22] and test case prioritization. Volatility of 
requirements depends on a number of factors such as market changes, business 
requirements changes [22], requirements maturing, data changes etc. Also every 
project has some sort of volatility in its nature. It is important to identify the points 
where there are more chances of volatility. Very often volatility of application areas 
is determined by domain knowledge, experience, test case dependency and 
customer feed back.

So far we have discussed different topics in current and previous sections that 
build base for structured test case generation. In the next section sample test data is 
applied to different subjects discussed in this and previous sections. Like factor 
selection criteria approach discussed in this section is used to prioritize set of test 
cases elicited from sample project. Further use case modeling discussed in section5 
is used for structured test case generation and dependency relationships among use 
cases are used to group test cases and to determine interaction among test cases. 
Also traceability technique discussed in section6 is evaluated by the use of 
interaction links among test cases. Not only we apply sample data to these subjects 
but where applicable we provide numerical values to results obtained from our 
study.
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8 CASE STUDY
So far we have provided different approaches and developments to software 

testing, requirements generation and use cases. We started our discussion from user 
needs to requirements leading to implementation details and eventually built the 
base for structured test case generation. Aim of this chapter is to use practical data 
to analyze test case prioritization, traceability, application acceptance criteria and 
change impact analysis as discussed in previous sections of this thesis work.

I have worked as a senior software tester on a variety of software products 
having different natures but my main area of domain specialization is health care 
industry1. Example presented in this section is taken from one such company which 
is working for last four years to facilitate physicians in automation of complete 
physicians practices including patient scheduling, patient examination, prescription, 
insurance and online billing. Company launched its first health care product in 2002 
and plans to release its next version by the end of 2005. It carries a total staff of 150 
employees and is an ISO 9001 certified organization. It works in project release 
mode with each release spanning from duration of 6 to 9 months. Separate teams
are defined to tackle development and maintenance problems. Company faces 
challenges of changing pharmaceutical industry techniques and procedures. It has 
problems of frequent defects detection on on-site, project time lines slippage, poor 
traceability, lack of documentation and absence of any formal methodology to 
execute test cases. With the increase in number of clients new problems have 
emerged threatening the future of organization. This has resulted in heavy cost of 
maintenance. So, company plans to re-vamp its software processes, techniques and 
methodologies to meet new software industry demands. In the upcoming sections of 
this report we focus only on test case methodologies and analyze how affectively it 
can help in the improvement of software quality. We acquire 4 use cases from a 
sample health care project and discuss how the test case structure proposed in this 
thesis can serve as the source to elicit a set of test cases to perform application 
acceptance testing, traceability of requirements, maintenance testing and to 
determine percentage test case execution criteria of the application.

As discussed in previous section, structured form of test case generation can help 
software testers to elicit test cases directly from use cases. This proposed structure 
works on two themes, tabular mapping of use cases to test cases and tree generation 
of core functional test cases. This test case structuring based on use cases derived 
from system specification so, its completion is necessary before the finish time of 
development. To help readers easily understand the notations we use the symbolic 
notation of UC_SCH_X to represent use case ids where UC is abbreviated as use 
case, SCH represents the module name abbreviated as Scheduling and X represents 
the use case number.

UC_SCH_1:
Secretary/Physician can successfully login into the system.

1 Worked as a software engineer and senior software engineer at Systems, Adam Soft, Al-Rahma Soft and 
CresSoft for a total duration of 3 years and 2 months. I worked in the quality assurance departments of 
these companies at the positions of team lead and team member.
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UC_SCH_2:
Secretary can schedule patient for nurse, physician and lab-technician on 
scheduling grid.

UC_SCH_3:
Secretary can update scheduling grid duration.

UC_SCH_4:
Secretary can update patient schedules (like re-schedule appointment, cancel 
appointment, update appointment etc.) on scheduling grid.

Relationships among use cases in Fig.8 show that use case UC_SCH_2 inherits 
the attributes of UC_SCH_4 while use cases UC_SCH_2, UC_SCH_3 and 
UC_SCH_4 include the use case UC_SCH_1. For detailed understanding of 
relationships among use cases, kindly go through the section 4. Associated test case 
generation for these use cases can provide a structured relationship among test 
cases. Following in Table 4 we define a group of 39 functional test cases for these 
use cases to elaborate the test case structure. As more than one test cases belong to 
a use case so, we divide test cases in 4 groups where each group is specified for a 
particular use case. After providing scenario description of these test cases we will 
draw structured association among these test cases.

UC_SCH002UC_SCH004

UC_SCH001

UC_SCH003
Generalization

Include
Include

Fig.8 Use Case Interaction Diagram

Include
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Table 7. Test Cases generation for selected Use Cases
Use Case ID Use Case 

Description
Test Case ID Test Case Description

UC_SCH001_TC001 To verify that login page is 
successfully displayed to 
the user.

UC_SCH001_TC002 To verify that user with 
valid login id and password 
is able to successfully login 
to the system.

UC_SCH001_TC003 To verify that user with 
invalid login id or password 
is not allowed to login in 
the system.

UC_SCH001_TC004 To verify that application 
home page is displayed on 
successful login into the 
system.

UC_SCH001_TC005 To verify that valid alert 
message is displayed to the 
user on un-successful 
attempt to login in the 
system.

UC_SCH001 User can 
successfully 
login into the 
system.

UC_SCH001_TC006 To verify that by pressing 
‘Enter’ key of key board 
user is successfully logged 
into the system provided 
that valid user id and 
password are given.

UC_SCH002_TC007 To verify that secretary is 
able to successfully access 
the scheduling grid.

UC_SCH002_TC008 To verify that secretary can 
select scheduling duration 
with time unit 5 having any 
time length within defined 
duration for time.

UC_SCH002_TC009 To verify that by double 
clicking on the selected 
time slot duration, ‘New 
Appointment’ screen is 
displayed to the secretary.

UC_SCH002 Secretary can 
schedule 
patient for 
nurse, 
physician 
and lab-
technician on 
scheduling 
grid.

UC_SCH002_TC010 To verify that secretary can 
select nurse, physician or 
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lab technician on 
scheduling main page and 
schedule patients for these 
roles.

UC_SCH002_TC011 To verify that secretary is 
unable to save patient data 
without providing 
mandatory field values of 
SEX, NAME and AGE.

UC_SCH002_TC012 To verify that secretary is 
not allowed to select an 
already scheduled slot on 
scheduling grid page.

UC_SCH002_TC013 To verify that appropriate 
alert message is displayed 
when secretary attempts to 
schedule a patient on 
already reserved slot.

UC_SCH002_TC014 To verify that alert message 
is displayed when secretary 
attempts to schedule a 
patient on break slots.

UC_SCH002_TC015 To verify that secretary is 
able to schedule a patient 
on break slots. 

UC_SCH002_TC016 To verify that secretary is 
not allowed to schedule a 
patient on blocked slots.

UC_SCH002_TC017 To verify that links and 
buttons displayed on ‘New 
Appointment’ screen are 
functionally active. 

UC_SCH002_TC018 To verify that secretary can 
provide remarks for patient 
on ‘New Appointment’ 
screen.

UC_SCH002_TC019 To verify that secretary is 
able to search patient’s data 
on ‘New Appointment’ 
screen.
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UC_SCH002_TC020 To verify that secretary can 
view patient’s history on 
‘New Appointment’ screen. 

UC_SCH002_TC021 To verify that ‘Save’ button 
is shown disabled when 
secretary first time access 
‘New Appointment’ screen.

UC_SCH002_TC022 To verify that calendar 
widget is opened when 
secretary clicks ‘Calendar’ 
link to provide patient’s 
date of birth.

UC_SCH002_TC023 To verify that proper alert 
message is displayed when 
secretary provides invalid 
format for date of birth 
value.

UC_SCH003_TC024 To verify that secretary is 
able to update already 
saved scheduling duration.

UC_SCH003_TC025 To verify that secretary is 
not allowed to update 
scheduling grid duration if 
already scheduled 
appointments are affected.

UC_SCH003_TC026 To verify that secretary is 
allowed to update break 
timings on scheduling grid.

UC_SCH003_TC027 To verify that secretary is 
not allowed to specify 
break timing outside the 
available scheduling grid 
duration.

UC_SCH003_TC028 To verify that any update in 
scheduling grid only affects 
the grids of specified dates.

UC_SCH003 Secretary can 
update 
scheduling 
grid 
duration.

UC_SCH003_TC029 To verify that any update in 
scheduling grid doesn’t 
affect the history 
appointments.
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UC_SCH004_TC030 To verify that secretary is 
able to re-schedule a patient 
appointment to a new slot.

UC_SCH004_TC031 To verify that secretary is 
able to cancel a patient’s 
appointment.

UC_SCH004_TC032 To verify that secretary is 
able to update a patient’s 
appointment.

UC_SCH004_TC033 To verify that by double 
clicking a scheduled slot 
‘Edit Appointment’ screen 
is displayed.

UC_SCH004_TC034 To verify that secretary is 
not allowed to save data on
‘Edit Appointment’ screen 
without providing the 
mandatory fields data.

UC_SCH004_TC035 To verify that secretary is 
able to re-schedule a patient 
from one physician grid to 
another.

UC_SCH004_TC036 To verify that links and 
buttons displayed on ‘Edit 
Appointment’ screen are 
functionally active.

UC_SCH004_TC037 To verify that secretary can 
provide remarks for patient 
on ‘Edit Appointment’ 
screen.

UC_SCH004_TC038 To verify that secretary is 
able to search patient’s data 
on ‘Edit Appointment’ 
screen.

UC_SCH004 Secretary can 
update 
patient 
schedules 
(like re-
schedule 
appointment, 
cancel 
appointment, 
update 
appointment 
etc.) on 
scheduling 
grid.

UC_SCH004_TC039 To verify that secretary can 
view patient’s history on 
‘Edit Appointment’ screen.

We use this set of 39 test cases as an input to our proposed test case structures 
and group test cases based on their derivation from use cases. Fig.9 displays such 
test case structure derived from use case model of Fig.8. A set of test cases is 
derived from each use case and relationships among test cases derived from 
different use cases is shown with a dotted line while relationship among test cases 
belonging to same use case are shown with a strong line. 
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Fig.9 Test Case Structure
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We design this structure on the basis of levels where each level contains only 
functional test cases. Like from the parent node to children nodes we have total 8 
layers. To avoid complexity due to a large number of test cases we recommend this 
test case structure for individual components or for small scale projects. Like our 
sample health care project consists of 5 major components. So, we can draw five 
different test case tree structures for each of these components. Basically this 
structure displays information flow from start point (parent node) of the application 
till the end levels (child nodes). For test cases linkage belonging to same use case 
we use strong line while for test case linkage across the use cases we use dotted 
lines. For the first case to check that valid user logs into the system, we have two 
possible inputs to test. First to check that user with valid login ID and password is 
able to successfully log into the system (SCH001_TC002) and secondly user with 
invalid login ID or password is not allowed to log into the system 
(SCH001_TC003). So, we get two children for the test case SCH001_TC001, on 
the left side we get SCH001_TC002 test case and on the right side we get 
SCH001_TC003 test case. For the complete hierarchy of test cases same procedure 
is followed till we are finished with the test cases. We have chosen structured 
diagram of test cases because it can better reflect the possible paths among test 
cases and module functionality can be viewed at a glance in the form of test cases.

8.1 APPLICATION ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA SELECTION
We use this structured test case model to select application acceptance criteria 

for the application. At each level of test case selection only one representative path 
is recommended from one test case to another called green path. However, in the 
case of dotted lines more than one path is allowed from source test case to 
destination test cases. As shown in Fig.9 of previous section, beginning with test 
case SCH001_TC001 user has the option to select either left child node or right 
child node. Obviously only the child node carrying the most core functionality of 
the system will have more depth in its sibling nodes and will be selected. Like in 
this case the right wing of test case SCH001_TC001 node carries only two levels of 
depth while left wing contains 8 levels of nodes so, left wing of test case 
SCH001_TC001 carries more weight and should be selected establishing a first 
green path from test case SCH001_TC001 to test case SCH001_TC002. At the 
second level right wing is selected for green path from SCH001_TC002 to 
SCH001_TC004 while at the third level only one path is available from 
SCH001_TC004 to SCH002_TC007. This path from SCH001_TC004 to 
SCH002_TC007 is indicated with a dotted line representing the end scope of use 
case UC_SCH001 and beginning of UC_SCH002.

At the fourth level we consider the test case SCH002_TC007 as the most critical 
test case because not only it is the parent node of many test cases within the scope 
of use case2 but it also provides branches for the test cases belonging to use case3 
and use case4. At this level to understand these relationships we follow the links 
between use cases in use case model. However, it is important to note that use case 
models specify the abstract model of the system while test case structures as 
proposed in this thesis specify a detailed picture of the system. So, it is possible that 
certain relationships that are hidden in use case model may appear in test case 
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structure. It is important not to ignore such relationships because regardless of use 
case models, testers may rely on these relationships in tree based test case structures 
to elicit test cases. One such example is that there is no explicit relationship 
between use case2 and use case3 in Fig.8. However in the test case structure we put 
SCH002_TC007 as a pre-requisite to the execution of SCH003_TC024. It is due to 
the reason that green path model follows a flow of test case execution approach 
where it is possible that one or more test cases are linked to each other to complete 
the test flow of application. Consider Fig.10 where use cases perform their actions 
on the application domain while tester has to write test cases to verify the impact of 
use cases on application domain and impact of use cases on each other as well.

Such information of composite interaction among scenarios is often hidden by 
use cases and testers never come to know the possible impact of system 
components on each other. Moving ahead with establishing paths from 
SCH002_TC007 test case to other test cases within the scope of use case 
UC_SCH002, it has 8 possible child nodes so; we first look for the child node 
which has longest length to the leaf node. By looking at the child nodes of test case 
SCH002_TC007, node SCH002_TC009 has longest possible depth. We roughly 
mark its priority as high to give it more importance for selection, however to ensure 
that no important functionality is missed in this selection; we go through the 
descriptions of all child test cases of SCH002_TC007. Finally following same 
procedure as described before we come up with the conclusion that marked node of 
test case SCH002_TC009 carries the highest priority, so we select it as a green path 
which highly supports the assumption taken into this thesis that ‘greater the depth 
of a tree path, higher will be importance of top nodes’.

I want to 
perform 
Action A

Application Domain

Use Case AUse Case B

Oh, they are 
sharing the 
same data. 

Software tester writes test cases to 
verify functionality of use cases. 

Fig.10 Tester’s thinking of use case action on application 

I want to 
perform 
Action B
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Traversing the green path till the bottom end of tree results in a finalized green 
path tree structure as displayed in Fig.12. This green path structure can be run to 
ensure that major portion of application is in running state and a large percentage of 
test cases are executable on the system. 

Also such structured test case generation approach can be helpful to develop 
application acceptance criteria for testing team. Testing team is always faced with 
challenges to decide about the status of application patched by development team 
and to make an estimation of number of test cases that can be executed on the 
system. By running tree structure for test case execution, testers can better predict 
the application state and make a decision about the acceptance or rejection of the 
application.

SCH001_TC002

SCH001_TC004

SCH001_TC001

SCH002_TC007

SCH002_TC009

SCH002_TC011

SCH004_TC030

SCH004_TC031 SCH003_TC024 SCH004_TC032

SCH003_TC029

Fig.12 Application Acceptance Criteria Model
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8.2 TEST CASE PRIORITIZATION
In the previous section we have elicited a set of test cases to be executed for 

application acceptance criteria. Independent to the selection of test cases for 
application acceptance criteria, next step is to prioritize the test cases. In section6
we discussed PORT [23] technique of test case prioritization. In this section we see 
application of this prioritization technique on a set of 39 test cases that we are using 
to in this thesis. We use following parameters as an input to PORT technique:

1. Test Case Complexity
Test case complexity is assigned a weight of 0.3 and we divide 39 test cases on a 

scale of 1 to 1000.

2. Test Case Dependency
Test case dependency is assigned a weight of 0.5 and each individual test case is 

assigned a weight on the range of 0 to 100. Like test cases that doesn’t carry any 
dependent test cases are assigned zero weight. We calculate dependency value of 
test cases in the following simple way:

Test Case Dependency Value = (Total No. of dependent test cases X 100)/Total 
No. of Test Cases

Like for a test case with 6 dependent test cases, test case dependency value is:

Test Case Dependency Value = 6X100/39 
                                                = 15.4 
                                                = 15

3. Test Case Volatility
Test case volatility is assigned a weight of 0.2 as we expect that scheduling 

module will not carry too many changes in its functionality. We assign volatility 
values to test cases on a scale of 1 to 1000.

Table 8. Test Case Prioritization

Test 
Case

Test Case 
Dependency

Test Case 
Complexity

Test Case 
Volatility WPi

TC1 92 40 20 62
TC2 90 20 30 57
TC3 3 30 20 14
TC4 85 10 30 51
TC5 10 10 5
TC6 10 10 5
TC7 82 20 10 49
TC8 10 20 7
TC9 21 20 40 24

TC10 60 40 26
TC11 50 30 21
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TC12 20 40 14
TC13 10 10 5
TC14 20 30 12
TC15 10 30 9
TC16 30 40 17
TC17 15 20 10 16
TC18 20 50 16
TC19 20 40 14
TC20 30 60 21
TC21 10 20 7
TC22 20 10 8
TC23 10 10 5
TC24 40 50 22
TC25 20 40 14
TC26 50 30 21
TC27 20 20 10
TC28 30 10 11
TC29 20 10 8
TC30 3 60 20 23
TC31 20 20 10
TC32 15 40 30 26
TC33 13 30 20 19
TC34 10 10 5
TC35 60 50 28
TC36 8 30 10 15
TC37 10 20 7
TC38 20 20 10
TC39 40 30 18

Weights 0,30 0,20 1

We assign weight of 50% to dependency, 30% to complexity and 20% to 
volatility where cumulative sum of weight should always be one for all factors. 
These factor values are assigned during verification, analysis and design phases 
[23, pp.68] and evolve during different phases of software development. These 
factor weights can be used to prioritize the test cases in the system. We multiply 
percentage factor for each requirement with its corresponding weight and sum the 
resulting values of three factors for each test case, as shown in following formula:

        [23, pp.68]

Where 

PFVi: prioritization value for requirement i

FactorValueij: j
th factor value for requirement i
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FactorWeightj: weight for jth factor

Like, for the test case 9, we assigned following priorities: 

Dependency = 21

Complexity  = 20

Volatility     = 40

Where,

WP9 = (21*0.5) + (20*0.3) + (40*0.2)

         = 24
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Weights calculated for each test case are then used to prioritize the test cases. 
Higher weights show more influential and potential test cases in the system and will 
be executed in the system as early as possible. This test case prioritization also 
helps in dealing with sudden breakouts in project plan. For urgent deployments or 
project plan slippage, software engineers can make sure that test cases with higher 
priority covering most critical requirements are already tested in the system.

8.3 APPLICATION ACCEPTANCE MEASUREMENT
The weight value assignment mechanism discussed in previous section can be 

used to measure the percentage of application that is active to perform testing. 
Weight assigned to the node at which test case fails can be used as input to measure 
this value. Consider again Fig.13 as shown in previous section, we have selected 
test cases SCH001_TC001, SCH001_TC002, SCH001_TC004, SCH002_TC007, 
SCH002_TC009, SCH002_TC011, SCH003_TC024, SCH003_TC029, 
SCH004_TC030, SCH004_TC031 and SCH004_TC032 to execute the application 
acceptance criteria. Failure of any of these test cases can predict about the 
functionality of complete module. Let say during application acceptance criteria 
test cases SCH002_TC009 and SCH003_TC030 fail. We can determine the weights 
of both these test cases from Fig.13 which are 9 and 2, resulting in total value of 11. 
This shows that 11 out of 39 test cases can not executed due to unavailability or 
improper functioning of their functionalities. These results can be made part of test 
case execution status as well with following results.

%age of application that passed application acceptance criteria =  72%
%age of application that failed application acceptance criteria =  28%

Such results are critical before the start of actual testing to highlight the need of 
more secure and well developed software for testing. This is also to negate the 
behavior of developers who can through half cooked applications to testers to show 
how timely they have completed their work.

8.4 MAINTENANCE TESTING
It is possible that changes that are internal to a use case may have their global 

impact on other use cases. This change impact analysis is possible only at the detail 
level inspection of system so, black box testers always face it difficult to accurately 
judge the scope of changes. Test case structure proposed in this thesis provides the 
facility to co-relate the impact of changes on test cases. For any change in one test 
case, its parent and sibling test cases are observed for an impact. If any of the test 
cases is identified as ‘affected’, it is included in the test group. Further these 
affected test cases are again inspected for the possible impact on their parent and 
children test cases. In this way a customized set of test cases is selected to perform 
maintenance testing of the system. Fig. 14 shows selection mechanism for the 
selection of test cases for the following change.

Change Request 001: ‘Secretary should be allowed to schedule patients using time 
unit2 rather than using time unit5’.
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This change requires the scheduling of patients in time duration with multiple of 
2. Note that the test case SCH002_TC008 was used to test the scheduling of 
patients with a time units of 5. So, we consider SCH002_TC008 as the first case of 
direct change. However, according to the rule specified in this thesis we have to 
check the parent and child nodes of SCH002_TC008 test case to identify the ripple 
affects of proposed change. Table9 provides this mapping in tabular form. Column 
‘Selected Node’ represents the test case under consideration while all test cases 
linked to this selected node are listed under ‘Linked Nodes’ column. We examine 
all the nodes listed under column ‘Linked Nodes’ to identify whether these nodes 
are affected are not. All affected nodes are included at the end of list displayed 
under column ‘Affected Nodes’. We select nodes one by one from ‘Affected 
Nodes’ list and put them under ‘Selected Node’ column to analyze their possible 
impacts.

Table 9. Change Impact Analysis
Step# Selected Node 

(Test Case)
Linked Nodes (Test 
Cases)

Affected Nodes(Test Cases)

1 8 7 7
2 7 4,9,10,12,13,14,

15,16,24,30,31,32
7,9,10,12,14,15,16,24,30,31,32

3 9 7,11,17 7,9,10,12,14,15,16,24,30,31,32
4 10 7 7,9,10,12,14,15,16,24,30,31,32
5 12 7 7,9,10,12,14,15,16,24,30,31,32
6 14 7 7,9,10,12,14,15,16,24,30,31,32
7 15 7 7,9,10,12,14,15,16,24,30,31,32
8 16 7 7,9,10,12,14,15,16,24,30,31,32
9 24 7,25,26,27,28,29 7,9,10,12,14,15,16,24,30,31,32,25,26
10 30 7, 35 7,9,10,12,14,15,16,24,30,31,32,25,26
11 31 7 7,9,10,12,14,15,16,24,30,31,32,25,26
12 32 7,33 7,9,10,12,14,15,16,24,30,31,32,25,26
13 25 24 7,9,10,12,14,15,16,24,30,31,32,25,26
14 26 24 7,9,10,12,14,15,16,24,30,31,32,25,26

Like for the case of Node8, only one link is available leading to Node7. So for 
the step1 Node7 is listed in column ‘Linked Nodes’. We analyze Node7 and include 
it in the affected nodes list. In the second step we select first possible node from 
affected nodes list and identify all the nodes linked to the selected node. In this case 
we find nodes 4,9,10,12,14,15,16,24,30,31,32 linked to node 7. We analyze all 
these nodes and include all the affected nodes in the ‘Affected Nodes’ list, 
excluding the node 13 which is not included in the affected nodes list. In the step3 
we again select the first available affected node from ‘Affected Nodes’ list, which 
in this case is ‘9’. Nodes linked to this node are 7, 11 and 17 so, we include these 
three nodes in the linked nodes list. We put a delete sign on node 7 as this node is 
already examined in step1. We analyze remaining two nodes 11 and 17 to find 
whether these are included under affected nodes or not. We find that both of these 
nodes don’t have any link to proposed change so, we exclude both of these test 
cases and don’t include them in our affected nodes list. We continue this process 
until we are finished with the selection of nodes.
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As the change request CRF001 was done in the core functionality of the system 
so, a large number of test cases were affected in the system. Results show that a 
total of 22 test cases were studied out of a total number of 39 test cases marking a 
total test case execution effort calculated by following formula:

Total number of test cases = 39
Number of test cases inspected = 22
%age of test cases inspected = 56.4%
These results show that 43.6% test cases didn’t required inspection

Keeping in view the critical nature of projects this time saving of 43.6% is 
critical. Out of the total 22 inspected test cases 14 test cases were selected to 
perform maintenance testing. Fig.15 shows graphically the test cases inspected and 
selected for change request CRF001.
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9 LIMITATIONS
Test case structuring approach benefits software engineers from test case 

preparation to their management. However there are certain restrictions that need to 
be considered. Like nature of the project, cost of generating and maintaining test 
case structure and resources skills must be taken into consideration. In this section 
limitations of use cases, test cases and testing approach followed in this thesis are 
discussed:

 Building of use cases involve lot of thinking and knowledge about the 
particular domain [12], also making the graphical form of each use case and 
further mapping use cases to other artifacts like testing can be a time 
consuming activity. 

 When working on large projects then lot of requirements are involved 
everyday and it is not feasible to map them into use cases rigorously [12]. 
Also for large projects, test case chains can increase rigorously and it can 
become difficult to manually structure complex relationships among test 
cases. In the recommendation section, we advocate the use of tool support to 
handle this problem

 One size doesn’t fit all, most of time other activity diagrams and sequential 
charts are more useful than use cases approach [12]. Most of the 
organizations make the use cases as standard and try to use it in every project 
for better requirement elicitation and testing which may not be effective. 
Also, different authors have different opinion about use cases, some consider 
it a goal driven approach in requirement engineering, some believe it to be 
testing tool and try to map them in today’s agile development.

 Manual requirements traceability approach followed in this thesis have 
certain limitations and can not be recommended for large projects. As 
requirements grow in size and frequent changes affect test cases rigorously, it 
becomes difficult to manually search and trace relationships among test cases 
and other artifacts.

 Test case structuring approach discussed in this thesis follows a static flow of 
test case relationships and can not be recommended for projects with fast 
changing requirements. Reason is that each change requires a re-structuring 
of test cases in the tree. In worst case a ripple can destroy many connected 
paths in the structured test case hierarchy. Hence, re-connecting broken links 
and creating new dependencies becomes a tedious task to do. In the 
recommendation section we advocate to use advanced tools to avoid this 
problem. Many tools support dynamic linking of model objects and can be 
used with little expertise in hand.
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 Structured test case generation produces best results in balanced tree 
structures. For a balanced tree structure, selection of right or left child from 
tree significantly reduces the effort to examine test cases. However, in worst 
case test case tree can tilt to left or right producing a linked link style 
structure which may require many related test cases to be examined in order 
to make a decision about the inclusion or exclusion of test cases in the test 
suite.

Limitations mentioned above demand certain restrictions in applying test case 
structuring approach in software development. These points provide a way for 
stakeholders to define boundaries for their approach towards software artifacts 
management. As test case structuring is based on use case modeling so apparently 
most of the limitations in test case structuring are inherited from use cases. Next 
section provides recommendations to use of test case structuring approach that 
applies to software industry in general and to test case structuring specifically. 
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10 RECOMMENDATIONS
Test case structuring technique and its applicability to sample data discussed in 

previous sections of this report advocates a strong focus on testing phase of 
software development life cycle. Such test case structuring is advantageous to 
projects with stable nature of requirements and provides an efficient way to 
prioritize, manage and trace origin of a change. Additional advantages from this 
approach can be expected by more widespread knowledge about use cases and test 
cases. Also, advance tool support should be used to develop and store use cases and 
test cases. Tool support can save time and provide easy traceability from use cases 
and requirements to test cases. Public courses, online training courses should be 
provided and well supported in organizations and employees should be encouraged 
to attend these courses [11].

Test case structuring approach used in this thesis demands following factors 
fulfilled in company to receive better output from the approach:

 Good estimation techniques to calculate man hours for requirements 
implementation [3].

 Skilled staff to estimate complexity and volatility values of test cases.

 To draw test case structure only when requirements are mature enough to be 
implemented.

 To ensure availability of project resources to manage structured test case 
organization [3].

Keeping in view the critical nature of software testing module these 
recommendations needs to be taken into consideration. Further, organizations 
should hire consultants from outside on contractual basis for the requirements
process if needed. Consultants must ensure that the questions addressed by 
employees are answered in correct way. Discussion forums and open articles can 
help the authors of test cases to further improve their mapping to requirement 
artifacts like use cases and specifications. Surveys need to be conducted in 
organizations to have better understanding of what problems the employees are 
facing in development of use cases and test cases. This will help stakeholders to 
improve their work [11].
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11 DISCUSSION
Structured testing approach discussed in this thesis co-relates to path and flow 

based testing discussed by Simeon [48]. Further this approach is based on 
interactions among use cases as described by Alistair [10]. Main difference is that 
technique presented by Simeon is implemented at detail level while approach 
followed in this thesis is implemented at function point level. Also, Alistair 
discusses use case interactions for requirements engineering, design and 
development of software while in this thesis, structured test case generation is 
advocated with the help of use case designing approach.

Another technique similar to the approach used in this thesis is classification 
tree method [47] which emphasis on black box testing by partition testing. It is 
successfully used in industry by large groups like Daimler-Benz. In this method test 
input domain is selected from functional points and further partition of input is 
shown as graphical tree [47]. However, classification tree method supports objects 
structure approach where classes are derived and tested from objects. Classification 
of input domain into sub-domains and objects is more abstract in nature and 
demands extra work to elicit test cases. Approach followed in this thesis is more 
straightforward in nature and provides equal support for both development and 
testing. Though both approaches are structured in nature but use of use cases in 
structure generation in this thesis inherits benefits of use case modeling which can 
be further enhanced to development of objects but it edges classification approach 
in a way that test case generation is dependent directly on functional points rather 
than objects which makes it possible to closely test system implementation with the 
help of specification points.

Core of this thesis work is formation of structured test case generation build on 
industry famous approaches and provides an emphasis to testing on functional 
points. As use cases are industry famous to document and develop system 
requirements so this approach is used as a base work to the structured test case 
generation. Structured test case generation and management are so far 
disappointing. We hope that our proposed approach will help mitigate this problem.
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12 CONCLUSION
Test case management is the most critical activity to perform effective software 

testing. In this study use case based approach for structured test case generation is 
followed to prioritize, maintain and trace test cases. We see how the area of testing 
in software development can help in the improvement of software project quality. 
We have followed use case based approach for structured test case generation in the 
implementation of requirements and seek ways for use case driven approach in 
requirements engineering to better help in bridging the gap between system 
requirements and testing. With the help of a case study; application acceptance 
criterion, test case prioritization and test cases traceability to requirements are 
verified for small to medium scaled projects. A sample of 39 test cases is used as an 
input to our study and results show that significant time and cost can be saved for 
more balanced and stable hierarchies of test cases with a main focus on small to 
medium scaled projects that are less volatile and less prone to changes. Moreover, 
test case structure approach followed in this thesis runs in parallel to tool based [49] 
test case structuring techniques followed in industry. However, industry is more 
focused on path based test case structuring [48]. While approach followed in this 
thesis is use case and specifications based. This provides an edge and advancement 
to existing test case structuring methodologies.
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